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Changes in driving behavior caused by reduced visibility in fog can lead to crashes. To improve driving safety in fog weather, a fog
warning system based on connected vehicle (CV) technology is proposed. From the perspective of human factors, this study
evaluates the driving safety based on drivers’ speed change under different fog levels (i.e., no fog, light fog, and heavy fog) and
different technical levels (i.e., normal, with a dynamic message sign (DMS), and with a human-machine interface (HMI)). ,e
driving behavior data were collected by a driving simulation experiment.,e experimental road was divided into three zones: clear
zone, transition zone, and fog zone. To quantify the change of vehicle speed comprehensively, the speed and acceleration were
selected. Meanwhile, the vehicle speed safety entropy and acceleration safety entropy were proposed based on sample entropy
theory. Furthermore, the changes of each index in different zones were analyzed. ,e results show that the use of fog warning
system can improve speed stability and driving safety in fog zones and can make the driver decelerate in advance with a smaller
deceleration before entering the fog zones. ,e higher the technical level is, the earlier the driver decelerates. Under the condition
of light fog, the fog warning systemwith HMI has a better effect in terms of improving speed stability, while under the condition of
heavy fog, there is little difference between the two technical levels. In general, this study proposed a novel safety evaluation index
and a general evaluation method of the fog warning system.

1. Introduction

With the decrease of visibility on foggy days, the number of
traffic accidents increases significantly. Statistics show that
the number of crashes caused by foggy conditions in the
United States is as high as 300–400 per year [1]. In China,
traffic accidents caused by foggy conditions are far more
likely to cause serious consequences than other adverse
weather conditions, and the number of traffic crashes caused
by fog in China reached 633 in 2017 [2]. ,erefore, ensuring
the safety of driving on foggy days is the focus of the current
research.

A large number of studies have shown that the reduced
visibility in foggy weather directly led to the change of
longitudinal driving behavior and affected traffic flow op-
erations. Studies investigated the relationship between
drivers’ car-following behaviors and the conditions of

reduced visibility and found that changes in the car-fol-
lowing distance and vehicle speed could reflect the driver’s
nervousness in foggy weather [3, 4]. It was presented that fog
led to a decrease in speed and acceleration, as well as an
increase in distance to the lead vehicle [5]. Besides, the
change in longitudinal driving behavior would increase the
possibility of rear-end collisions. Muellert et al. [6] found
that novice drivers had higher hazard response times, greater
speed, and steering variability in fog, and they are more
likely to have collisions. It can be concluded that speed
adaptation and reasonable distance between adjacent cars
are crucial for roadway traffic safety [7, 8], especially in
adverse weather.

At present, the fog warning system provides a new so-
lution to improve traffic safety in foggy weather and has
received more attention in the research field. ,e system
based on connected vehicle (CV) technology can transmit
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fog information to the driver in advance so that they can
adjust their speed before entering the fog zone and keep a
proper distance from the front car. Among them, vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) technol-
ogy play a huge role in addressing traffic safety, efficiency,
and green issues. ,e US National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration [9] has estimated that up to 80% of crashes
can be prevented by V2V- and V2I-related safety applica-
tions. Roadside terminals and vehicle terminals are two ways
to provide driver information by using CV technology. V2I
warns drivers through the dynamic message sign (DMS),
and V2V warns drivers through the human-machine in-
terface (HMI). Many researchers have tried to determine
whether DMS and HMI can improve speed stability and
driving safety in fog zones. For DMS, Wu et al. [10] con-
structed safety models with different control levels to reflect
drivers’ risk perception, speed adjustment, and driving safety
in foggy weather under different adjustment conditions.
Hassan and Abdel-Aty [11] tested drivers’ compliance and
drivers’ satisfaction with variable speed limit (VSL) and
changeable message signs (CMS) instructions in different
visibility and traffic conditions and on two types of road-
ways. For HMI, Zhao et al. [9] analyzed the effect of HMI on
the drivers’ speed control under different fog concentrations
based on a driving simulation, and the results showed that
the driver’s speed decreased when entering the fog zone.
Chang et al. [10] proved that the driving safety in heavy fog
conditions was significantly improved by HMI. As for the
longitudinal driving behavior measurement of speed and
acceleration, sample entropy is also an effective method to
evaluate the complexity of the time series of speed change.
,emethod was used to investigate the relationship between
road line complexity and driver sensitivity [11], as well as
judge whether the driver is fatigued [12]. As for the intel-
ligent transportation system, Ma et al. [13] used sample
entropy value as the clustering feature vector to evaluate the
driving behavior stability. ,erefore, sample entropy can be
used to evaluate the driving stability and driving safety of the
CV system.

In general, drivers’ speed stability and driving safety in
foggy weather was investigated in previous research, and the
effect of different fog warning system has attracted a great
deal of attention. All of these studies have shown that fog
leads to changes in driving behavior and does great harm to
traffic safety, while the fog warning system allows drivers to
know the fog in advance and reduce driving risk. However,
the difference in the effect of various fog warning systems on
driving performance under different visibility conditions
was not clear. ,erefore, it is necessary to describe the
changes in drivers’ longitudinal behavior under different
technical levels in detail to further evaluate the effectiveness
and applicability of different systems.

To address the above question, this paper uses the CV
test platform to evaluate the drivers’ speed stability and
driving safety at different technical levels under different fog
levels. ,e driving simulator was widely used to collect the
driving data and evaluate CV warning systems [10, 14, 15]; it
is an ideal solution to handle the uncontrollable factors in
foggy weather and evaluate the systems without the risk of

crashes. To comprehensively quantify the change of vehicle
operation, the vehicle speed and acceleration were selected,
and the indexes of vehicle speed safety entropy and accel-
eration safety entropy are proposed based on sample en-
tropy. Moreover, this paper applies the concept of grading
assessment to analyze the indexes in driving safety and speed
stability in different zones (i.e., whole zone, clear zone,
transition zone, and fog zone). ,e method proposed in the
paper can provide a reference for the optimization design of
fog warning systems, evaluation indicators, and general
evaluation methods for the safety assessment of a fog
warning system.

2. Methods

2.1. Connected Vehicle Testing Platform. ,e CV test plat-
form was constructed based on driving simulation tech-
nology (Figure 1). ,e test platform consists of a driving
simulator, a data management center, a V2V terminal, and a
V2I terminal [14]. ,e driving simulator system consists of a
real car, computers, videos, and audio equipment. ,e
scenario is projected onto three big screens, which provides a
130° field of view; the screen resolution of the driving
simulator is 1920×1080; and the simulator records the
operating data (e.g., braking force, acceleration, speed, lat-
eral placement, number of the lanes, and turning angle of the
steering wheel) in 30Hz.

,e study used the driving simulator to develop a 3D scene
to simulate the fog environment and a fog warning system, as
shown in Figure 1(a). Part I is the driving simulator system
where the Application Programming Interface (API) was used
to collect weather and distance data. Interconnections were
structured between the driving simulator and driving simu-
lator system through the interface for data collection. ,e
virtual visibility sensor and distance sensor collected data as
well. Part II shows how the distance and visibility information
is corresponded and transmitted synchronously through the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) between the management
center, driving simulator system, and management center.
Part III is the display terminal, including a V2I terminal
(DMS) and a V2V terminal (HMI). ,e management center
sends the final display information to DMS and HMI by
comparing it with the threshold value. If the sensor detects a
change in data, the process would be roll-back.

2.1.1. V2I Terminal: DMS Design. ,e DMS design of the
V2I terminal is shown in Figure 1(b). In this paper, four
DMSs are set on the gantry before the fog zone, and the set
interval of the DMSs is 500m with reference to the rules of
the navigation. In the warning state, the DMS selects the
yellow font to display the level of the fog and the distance
from the fog zone. In the normal state, that is, no fog state,
the DMS uses green font and displays “Welcome to the
highway” [15].

2.1.2. V2V Terminal: HMI Design. According to the existing
onboard interface layout [16], the HMI of the warning
system includes four parts, as shown in Figure 1(c).
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Part 1 displays the distance from the preceding vehicle in
the normal state. In the warning state, the HMI includes five
warning points with voice prompts in total. ,e first four
warning points are consistent with the information dis-
played by the DMS, and their actual location is within the
first 50m of each DMS, while the fifth warning point is set at
the beginning of the fog zone to remind drivers that they
have entered the fog zone.

Part 2 is the speed prompt zone, which includes the
driving speed of the vehicle and the speed limit. ,e
speed limit is 120 km/h under no fog or light fog con-
ditions and is 60 km/h under heavy fog conditions [17]. If
the drivers’ speed exceeds the speed limit, the voice
prompt will remind the driver: “you are speeding, please
slow down.”

Part 3 is the graphical prompt zone. As an auxiliary
prompt, the red exclamation mark indicates that the lead
vehicle is below the 2 s threshold [18].

Part 4 is the reminder of the surrounding vehicles. ,e
green arrow indicates that the distance from the surrounding
vehicles is greater than 200m. ,e yellow flashing arrow
indicates that the distance from the surrounding vehicles is
less than 200m. ,e red flashing arrow indicates that there
will be a collision with the vehicle ahead of less than 2 s at the
current speed.

,is CV platform realizes the human-computer inter-
action of the fog warning system and evaluates the adapt-
ability and driving safety indexes. ,e platform lays the
foundation for the specific practical application of an early
warning system.
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Figure 1: Driving simulation platform and terminal design. (a) Driving simulation platform, (b) vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) terminal,
dynamic message sign (DMS), and (c) vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) terminal, and human-machine interface (HMI).
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2.2. Participants. ,e experiment invited 43 participants,
including 28 males (age: 37.5± 13.1 years, driving years:
16± 10.2 years, and mean annual driving mileage:
18,524± 3548.22 km) and 15 females (age: 25± 12.97 years,
driving years: 13± 9.3 years, and mean annual driving
mileage: 9,584± 5514.21 km). ,e participants were
recruited from college and taxi companies, and all of them
have more than 3 years of driving experience. To statistically
examine whether the sample was sufficient for this study, a
power analysis was conducted using equation (1). ,e
method is shown in the following equation:

n �
zα/2 + zβ 

2
σ2

ε2
, (1)

where zα/2 is the upper (α/2) th quantile of the standard
normal distribution; zβ is the upper (β) th quantile of the
standard normal distribution; σ is the standard deviation of
the normal distribution population; ε is the difference be-
tween the true mean response of a test factor and a reference
value, which can be given by ε � ± δσ [19]; δ is the
meaningful difference. In practice, a value between 0.25 and
0.5 is usually chosen as δ if there is no prior knowledge [20].
Typically, a 10% level of significance is chosen to reflect a
90% confidence regarding the unknown parameter. A power
of 80% and a meaningful difference of 0.5 were used to
balance the power and cost-effectiveness.,e results showed
that the required sample size in this research was 25. ,is
implied that the experiment design could provide reliable
answers to the questions to be investigated.

2.3. Scenario Design. In this study, nine scenarios (3× 3) are
designed based on two variables (visibility levels and tech-
nical levels). ,e three levels of visibility are no fog, light fog,
and heavy fog, and the three technical levels are normal
(named group ①), with DMS (named group ②), and with
HMI (named group ③). ,e detailed information of each
group in the experimental scene design is shown in Table 1.

,e test road is designed according to the main corridor
of the 2022 Winter Olympic Games. ,e cross section of the
road was 26m (four lanes with lane width� 3.75m, median
width� 2m, and shoulder-width� 4.5m) and a speed limit
of 60–120 km/h on a normal road [17] (Figure 2).

In the experimental design, this study divided the road
into four zones (Figure 2(a)): (1) speed up zone (1.5 km), the
function of which is to stabilize the driver’s speed; (2) clear
zone (1.5 km), which is used to give drivers the information
about fog; (3) transition zone (0.5 km), the role of which is to
make the drivers adapt to the change of visibility; and (4) fog
zone (2 km), which was employed to compare driving be-
havior data in different visibility conditions.

For traffic flow, since fog usually appears in the morning
and the traffic volume is small in the morning, this study
selects free-flow traffic with an average headway of 36 s, and
the average speed of other vehicles is 100 km/h under no fog
and light fog conditions and 55 km/h under foggy condition.

,e fog level classification design in the experiment was
based on China’s Fog Classification (GBT 27964–2011)”

[21], and the rendering characteristics of the simulator were
also taken into account to create significant visual differences
among different fog visibility levels. In this paper, three
visibility levels were defined as no fog, light fog, and heavy
fog, and the visibility is 10000m, 750m, and 125m, re-
spectively (Figure 2(b)).

2.4. Experimental Procedure. ,e driving simulation ex-
periment steps employed in this study are as follows:

(1) Filling in the questionnaire before driving. ,e de-
mographic information and fatigue degree of the
participants were recorded before driving.

(2) Predriving training. ,rough predriving training,
participants were able to learn to correctly use and
understand the HMI and DMS.

(3) Driving practice. ,e purpose of the driving practice
was to familiarize the drivers with the driving
simulator.

(4) Formal experiment. ,e participants completed the
experimental scenes in random order. To avoid fa-
tigue, participants took at least five minutes off
between each experiment.

(5) Filling in the questionnaire after driving. ,e pur-
pose of filling in the questionnaire after driving was
to get the driver’s after-driving fatigue degree and
subjective feelings for the experiment.

2.5. Data Processing and Indicator Selection. In the experi-
ment, the data collection range in the whole zone was from
the DMS1 first 200m to the end of the fog zone (point A to
point D in Figure 2(a)). ,e data collection zones were the
clear zone (A to B), the transition zone (B to C), and the fog
zone (C to D). MATLAB was used to intercept data every
20m. ,is study collected the effective data of 43 drivers in
nine scenes, and a total of 387 sets of data were used to
analyze the effectiveness of fog warning systems. ,e speed
stability of the driver in the fog area is important for the
evaluation of the effect of a fog warning system, and speed
stability is an alternative indicator of safety. In this study,
two indicators were selected to represent driving stability
and safety:

Table 1: Detailed information of each group in experimental scene
design.

Group Traffic flow Technical level Fog level

Group ① Free-flow Normal
No fog
Light fog
Heavy fog

Group ② Free-flow DMS
No fog
Light fog
Heavy fog

Group ③ Free-flow HMI
No fog
Light fog
Heavy fog
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(1) Speed is the most intuitive indicator to reflect the
driving state on the road. ,e smaller the speed, the
higher the safety of the driver.

(2) Acceleration was used to represent how fast the
driver’s speed changed. It is the ratio of the amount
of speed change to the time it takes to reflect on the
change in speed. It is one of the most important
indicators of driving safety.

,ese two indicators can represent the speed stability
and driving safety of the driver under conditions of different
technical levels and fog levels.

3. Results

Firstly, the basic trend changes of the speed and acceleration
were obtained through a pairwise comparison analysis of
different factors and levels. Since fog level is a categorical
variable and there is no correlation between the three fog
levels, therefore, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
method was applied to analyze the significance of the index
difference in different zones. Secondly, to further understand
the differences of various indicators under different tech-
nical levels, the least-significant difference (LSD) was used to
test the intergroup significance difference. Finally, to
comprehensively quantify speed fluctuations, this study
proposes the speed safety entropy and acceleration safety
entropy based on the sample entropy method. ,e chaotic
degree of speed change of the driver after entering the fog
area (clear zone) and the visibility change (transition zone
and fog zone) and finally the significance of the index

difference between different zones were analyzed by one-way
ANOVA.

3.1. Statistical Analysis

3.1.1. No Fog. Speed and acceleration were used to analyze
the trend of a driver’s driving behavior change in the clear
zone, the transition zone, and the fog zone.,e results of the
significance of the index difference and the mean values and
standard deviation values of the indexes in no fog condition
in each zone are shown in Table 2. ,e speed and accel-
eration variation trends are shown in Figure 3.

In the whole zone, the LSD test results of speed show that
there is a significant difference (P � 0.025) between group①
and the other groups in the whole zone. Specifically, group
① has the largest acceleration and the lowest average speed,
and group③ has the smallest overall acceleration value. As
shown in Figure 3, the drivers’ speed change trend in group
③ and group② is almost simultaneous, but the acceleration
of group ③ was significantly lower in the transition zone.

,e above results show that, in the state of no fog, the
driver’s speed control ability can be improved with the
increase of the technical level, and the driving process can be
smoother.

3.1.2. Light Fog. In the case of light fog, the mean speed of
group② and group③ in the whole zone is lower than that of
group ① and also has higher acceleration. Significant differ-
ences among the three groups’ speed in clear zone, transition

500 m 2000 m

Fog zoneTransition
zone Clear zone

1500 m

Speed up zone 

Driving direction

500 m500 m

5500 m

500 m

DMS warning point
HMI warning point

A B C D

Whole zone

(a)
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Figure 2: Scenario and fog level design. (a) Scenario design. (b) Different visibilities in the fog zone.
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zone, and fog zone were observed, as shown in Table 3 and
Figure 4. Specifically, in the clear zone, the speed of group①
increases slowly and continuously, group② and group③ start
to accelerate after passing the first warning point. In the
transition zone, due to the insignificant change in visibility, the
speed of group① is still increasing, but group② and group③
start to slow down until the speed in the fog zone stabilizes.
After entering the fog zone, due to changes in visibility, group
① began to slow down. In the latter part of the fog zone, after
the three groups of speeds stabilized, the speed difference is not
large. It can be seen that drivers in group ② kept a lower
average speed in the transition zone. However, drivers in group
③were the first group to slow down in the transition zone and
then kept a lower average speed in the fog zone (Figure 4).

,e above results show that, in light fog, the groups with
a warning system slow down in advance, and the higher the
technical level is, the earlier the driver slows down. Drivers
can better adjust their speeds and can be more adaptable to
the visibility change. Besides, the HMI helps drivers to keep
lower average speed in light fog zone.

3.1.3. Heavy Fog. In the heavy fog condition, the mean speed
of group① in the whole zone is greater than that of group②
and group ③, and the average speed in subzones was lower
than that in light fog, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 5. In the
clear zone, group② and group③ were in a deceleration state
when the warning information of the first and the fourth
warnings was received. ,e probable reason for this deceler-
ation may be that the warning information of heavy fog has an
impact on the driver at the first warning point and thus
produces a deceleration state. However, due to the great dis-
tance from the fog zone, group ② and group ③ gradually
tended to display a uniform speed and accelerated after a
period of deceleration, until the drivers received warning in-
formation that they were 500m from the heavy fog zone, at
which point they started to slow down continuously. In the
transition zone, group③ was the first to slow down, followed
by group ② with reduced visibility. On the verge of reaching
the fog zone, the deceleration in group① began to increase. At
the beginning of the fog zone, with a significant reduction in

visibility, the deceleration in group ① was significantly in-
creased, and after the continuous slowing down, their decel-
eration began to gradually decrease. In the second half of the
fog zone, after the driver’s speed reached a stable value, there
was no obvious difference in the acceleration change. In the
changing process, a significant difference of acceleration was
found between group② and group③ in the transition zone.
Drivers in group③ decreased earlier and greater. In addition,
drivers in group ② kept a lower average speed than that of
group ③ in the heavy fog zone.

,e above results show that, in heavy fog, the fog
warning system (i.e., HMI and DMS) can make the driver
deceleration smoother and allow the driver to decelerate
ahead of time before the visibility changed. Driver decel-
erates more early in heavy fog condition than light fog
condition. Drivers using HMI decreased earlier and greater
in the transition zone, and divers kept lower average speed in
the heavy fog zone than that using DMS.

3.2. Safety Analysis of a FogWarning System Based on Sample
Entropy

3.2.1. Sample Entropy. To comprehensively quantify speed
stability and driving safety, this paper introduces the method
of sample entropy to quantify the impact of a fog warning
system on foggy driving safety.

Sample entropy is a method to detect the complexity of
time series by quantifying the degree of uncertainty, the time
series complexity is obtained bymeasuring the probability of
generating a new pattern in the signal, and the greater the
probability that a new pattern is generated, the greater the
complexity of the sequence is [17]. Sample entropy repre-
sents the entropy rule under time series changes. Because
sample entropy can simplify the quantification of complex
signals, it is an effective tool for detecting changes in driving
behavior rules in a short time [22–24]. Sample entropy has
unique advantages in evaluating driving behavior data. On
the one hand, sample entropy can be used to reflect the
uncertainty of the driver’s time series behavior. On the other
hand, when there are multiple peaks in the data, the mean

Table 2: Statistical analysis of index under no fog condition.

Zone Group
Speed (km/h) Acceleration (m/s2)

Mean (SD) P Difference between groups Mean (SD) P Difference between groups

Whole zone
Group ① 105.672 (4.690)

0.011∗ ①-②
0.195 (0.097)

0.025∗ ①-③Group ② 107.265 (5.757) 0.183 (0.105)
Group ③ 106.443 (5.851) 0.139 (0.104)

Clear zone
Group ① 100.452 (2.943)

0.017∗ ①-②
0.202 (0.115)

0.011∗ ①-③Group ② 102.869 (6.577) 0.249 (0.131)
Group ③ 101.253 (6.355) 0.187 (0.108)

Transition zone
Group ① 108.192 (4.645)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.120 (0.100)

0.001∗
①-③

Group ② 111.727 (6.581) ①-③ 0.164 (0.139) ②-③
Group ③ 109.499 (3.417) ②-③ 0.103 (0.009)

Fog zone
Group ① 109.322 (4.937)

0.013∗
①-② 0.209 (0.139)

0.612 —Group ② 109.804 (5.410) ①-③ 0.137 (0.113)
Group ③ 109.946 (3.913) 0.126 (0.095)

∗Significant at the 95% confidence level.
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and variance of the indicators tend to ignore the vari-
ability of the data, and entropy can more fully describe the
changes in the indicators. ,erefore, this study chooses
the method of sample entropy to characterize the fluc-
tuation of safety indicators, that is, to quantify the impact
of technical level on driving safety and speed stability and
uniformly name the sample entropy that characterizes the
safety index as safety entropy. ,e entropy value is small
when the data are concentrated, while the value is high
when the data are scattered. ,e calculation process of
sample entropy realized by MATLAB programming is as
follows:

(1) Let the original data be x (1) and x (2), for a total ofN
numbers.

(2) Make up them vector, and subtract every two vectors
(equation (2)):

X(i) � [x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i + m − 1)];

i � j � 1, 2, . . . , N − m + 1, . . . ,
(2)

where m is the embedded dimension and N repre-
sents the data length. Normally, m is taken as 1 or 2.
Whenm> 2, the sample demand increases greatly. In
this study, m was chosen to be 2, and the value of N
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Figure 3: Speed and acceleration in no fog. (a) Speed and (b) Acceleration.
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was selected to be within the range of 100–5000, as
1000.

(3) Define the distance dx(i),x(j) between the vectors x(i)
and x(j) (equation (3)):

dx(i),x(j) � max|x(i + k) − x(j + k)|,

k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , m + 1,
(3)

where dx(i),x(j) is defined as the maximum distance
parameters of the difference between elements x(i)
and x(j).

(4) ,e parameter m can be obtained by equations (4)
and (5):

Bim(r) �
Num dx(i),x(j) < r 

N − m + 1
, (4)

Bm(r) �
1

N − m + 1


N−m+1

i�1
Bim(r), (5)

where BimI is the ratio of the number of times that
dx(i),x(j) is less than r and the total number of dis-
tances N-m+1, r is the tolerance error of similarity,
and the value of r is generally as expressed in the
following equation:

r � 0.1 ∼ 0.25E, (6)

where E is the variance of the original data, 0.1e or
0.25e. In this study, r� 0.25e was selected.

(5) Add 1 to the parameter dimension and repeat the
above steps to get Bm+1(r), when n<∞ (equation (7)):

S(m, r, N) � −ln
Bm+1(r)( 

Bm(r)
 , (7)

where S (m, r, N) express sample entropy.

In this study, the two indexes of speed and acceleration
were selected to calculate sample entropy, named speed safety
entropy and acceleration safety entropy. To analyze the speed
stability and driving safety of the driver on a foggy day with

more details by safety entropy, the safety entropy was divided
into two types: before entering the fog zone (clear zone) and
after visibility changes (transition zone and fog zone). Because
the focus of the study is to study the effect of technical level on
driving behavior in different foggy days, a one-way ANOVA
method was selected for sample entropy for comparison within
the group.

3.2.2. No Fog. ,e speed safety entropy and acceleration
safety entropy were analyzed to evaluate the speed change of
drivers under different technical and fog levels, and the
results are shown in Figure 6.

In terms of the speed safety entropy under the condition
of no fog (Figure 6(a)), due to no warning information, there
is no significant difference in the speed safety entropy among
the three groups.,e value range and average value of group
③ are the smallest. As for the acceleration (Figure 6(b)),
there is little difference in the mean value of acceleration
safety entropy among the three groups, and the overall safety
entropy range is slightly lower in group③. ,e results show
that, in the case of no danger (no fog), the road information
and surrounding vehicle information provided by HMI help
drivers to drive in a more stable state.

3.2.3. Light Fog Condition. In terms of the speed safety
entropy under the condition of light fog (Figure 7(a)), in the
clear zone, there are significant differences between group①
and group ②, while the difference between group ② and
group ③ is relatively small. In the transition zone and fog
zone, the range of the average speed safety entropy of the
group② was larger than the other two groups, which means
the speed change of drivers in group② is more complex and
unordered, and therefore, the speed stability would be af-
fected. ,erefore, drivers using DMS performed more stable
speed in clear zone, while drivers using HMI performed
better speed stability after the visibility changes.

In terms of the acceleration safety entropy (Figure 7(b)), in
the clear zone, due to the influence of warning information,
there are significant differences between group ① and group
② and group ② and group ③. ,e safety entropy range of

Table 3: Statistical analysis of index under light fog condition.

Zone Group
Speed (km/h) Acceleration (m/s2)

Mean (SD) P Difference between groups Mean (SD) P Difference between groups

Whole zone
Group ① 106.032 (7.958)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.207 (0.185)

≤0.001∗
①-②

Group ② 92.625 (6.375) ①-③ 0.218 (0.124) ①-③
Group ③ 93.585 (6.718) 0.238 (0.224)

Clear zone
Group ① 111.363 (2.823)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.130 (0.090)

0.011∗
①-②

Group ② 87.692 (6.696) ①-③ 0.309 (0.121) ②-③
Group ③ 91.063 (8.424) ②-③ 0.290 (0.101)

Transition zone
Group ① 115.647 (6.542)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.289 (0.170)

0.063
—

Group ② 98.225 (7.229) ①-③ 0.201 (0.179)
Group ③ 102.302 (5.646) ②-③ 0.220 (0.159)

Fog zone
Group ① 99.520 (6.001)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.201 (0.141)

≤0.001∗
①-②

Group ② 95.339 (3.459) ①-③ 0.143 (0.106) ①-③
Group ③ 93.634 (3.454) ②-③ 0.205 (0.139) ②-③

∗Significant at the 95% confidence level.
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group ② and group ③ is larger than that of group ①,
which indicated that the drivers responded to the warning
information and were more active to adjust the speed
constantly. However, in the transition zone and the fog
zone, there is little difference in the safety entropy of group
② and group ③. ,e safety entropy of most drivers in
group② and group③ is lower than in group①, but for a
small number of drivers in group ② and group ③, the
entropy of safety is significantly too high. ,is indicates
that the fog warning system has positive effects on the
improvement of driving safety of most drivers, but a small
number of drivers may not correctly understand or adapt
to the fog warning system, causing large fluctuations in
speed.

3.2.4. Heavy Fog. As for the speed safety entropy
(Figure 8(a)), the driver has a greater speed safety entropy
than that in light fog, which indicates that the time series
change of vehicle speed is more complex in heavy fog. In the
clear zone, according to the results of the one-way ANOVA,
there are significant differences between group① and group
②, the difference between group ① and group ③ is small,
and the mean speed safety entropy of group② and group③
is less than group ①. In the transition zone and fog zone,
one-way ANOVA showed that there were no significant
differences between the three groups, the difference in speed
safety entropy values between group ① and group ② is
small, and the speed safety entropy of group ③ is smaller
than other groups. ,e complexity of driver’s speed
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Figure 4: Light fog. (a) Speed and (b) acceleration.
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Table 4: Statistical analysis of index under heavy fog condition.

Zone Group
Speed (km/h) Acceleration (m/s2)

Mean (SD) P Difference between groups Mean (SD) P Difference between groups

Whole zone
Group ① 88.854 (14.358)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.274 (0.134)

0.469 —Group ② 82.068 (10.248) ①-③ 0.255 (0.124)
Group ③ 82.393 (13.452) 0.353 (0.144)

Clear zone
Group ① 103.267 (6.143)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.245 (0.092)

≤0.001∗
①-②

Group ② 99.737 (10.432) ①-③ 0.163 (0.112) ①-③
Group ③ 98.481 (10.895) ②-③ 0.186 (0.119)

Transition zone
Group ① 107.230 (8.223)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.235 (0.191)

≤0.001∗
①-③

Group ② 92.157 (10.358) ①-③ 0.318 (0.254) ②-③
Group ③ 94.319 (13.514) 0.657 (0.364)

Fog zone
Group ① 70.433 (10.342)

≤0.001∗
①-② 0.341 (0.134)

0.001∗
①-②

Group ② 64.767 (13.254) ①-③ 0.284 (0.173) ①-③
Group ③ 66.643 (9.845) ②-③ 0.271 (0.157)

∗Significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5: Heavy fog. (a) Speed and (b) acceleration.
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adjustment in group ③ is slightly lower, and the difference
between individuals is smaller.

As for the acceleration safety entropy in heavy fog
(Figure 8(b)), in the clear zone, the safety entropy value of
acceleration increases significantly as the technical level
increases, which indicates that the warning information of
heavy fog has a great impact on driving behavior, and it has a
negative impact on driving safety in the clear zone. In the
transition zone and the fog zone, group ① and group ②
exhibit small differences, but the safety entropy value in
group ③ is significantly reduced, which indicates that the
technical level of the fog warning system can effectively
improve the driver’s operational stability on foggy zones to
improve the driving safety.

,e above results indicate that the fog warning system
has a positive effect on driving stability in heavy fog con-
ditions. Before the visibility change, DMS is helpful to the
orderly changes in the driver’s speed. When the visibility

starts to change, the fog warning with HMI seems to have a
more positive effect on the driver’s speed guidance.

4. Discussion

,e goal of this study was to study the impact of a fog
warning system on the driver’s safety on foggy days. ,e fog
warning system in this paper issued four times of warning
messages in the warning zone, and the warning information
included the concentration of fog and the distance from the
fog zone.,e results show that the fog warning system (DMS
and HMI) can effectively assist the driver in speed control
and improve driving safety on foggy days, but its impact on
speed and acceleration is slightly different in different zones.
Specifically, when the driver receives the warning infor-
mation, they will take deceleration measures as the response.
However, when the visibility has not changed, the driver’s
speed adjustment mode changes more frequently, and the
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Figure 6: No fog. (a) Speed safety entropy in a no fog condition and (b) acceleration safety entropy in a no fog condition.
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driver will accelerate to a certain extent due to the long
distance to the fog. ,e ineffectiveness in reducing speed
variability has also been mentioned in previous studies
[25,26]. In the process of speed adjustment, HMI makes the
driver decelerate earlier and faster, and the speed change
process of drivers using DMS before visibility change is more
orderly. In addition, warning messages are significant in
reducing speeds in the fog zones. In the light fog zone, the
average speed of the driving group using HMI is lower, and
in the heavy fog zone, the average speed of the DMS group is
lower. In general, a fog warning system is helpful to improve
the safety of the driver in the fog zone.

Besides, this study conducted a predriving questionnaire
survey and a postdriving questionnaire survey during the
experiment. ,e predriving questionnaire survey is mainly
designed to collect the basic information and the fatigue level
of the driver. ,e purpose of the postdriving questionnaire

survey is to understand the drivers’ acceptance of DMS and
HMI to supplement the objective data results. ,e results of
the postdriving questionnaire showed that, under heavy fog
conditions, the driver’s acceptance rate for DMS was 83%
and for HMI was 79%; under light fog conditions, the
driver’s acceptance rate for DMS was 81% and for HMI was
76%, which shows that the driver’s acceptance of fog
warning system is relatively high. ,e result is consistent
with the previous research that drivers are more compliant
with fog warning systems in heavy fog conditions [27, 28]. In
addition, it is undeniable that there are some disadvantages
of driving simulation experiments. Participants may know
that they are being recorded and observed, which could lead
to some deviations in the collected driving behavior data.
But this study used contrastive experiments to avoid this
problem. Moreover, we performed subjective questionnaires
on scene realism, speed perception, brake feel, and throttle
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Figure 7: Light fog. (a) Speed safety entropy in a light fog condition and (b) acceleration safety entropy in a light fog condition. ∗∗Significant
at the 95% confidence level.
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perception for all participants in the driving simulator ex-
periment. ,e results showed that most drivers recognized
the driving simulator, and the effectiveness of the driving
simulator used in this study was verified in previous research
[29].

In recent years, the Ministry of Transport in China has
introduced a series of plans and policies to support CV-
related policy planning, standard formulation, technology
research and development, and industrial landing. Testing
the CV system based on human factors is the focus of re-
search, including performance testing and service testing for
users. Based on driving simulation technology, we con-
ducted a test from the perspective of human factors to
provide theoretical support for the practical application of
the fog warning system. ,e findings can provide available
evaluation indicators and general evaluation methods for the
safety assessment of fog warning systems and provides a
reference for the optimization design of these systems. It is
helpful to understand the drivers’ speed response behavior
under different fog warning systems and provides a

reference for the layout of the road-terminal DMS system
and the information design of vehicle-terminal HMI.

Finally, some limitations should be noted. ,is study
only selected two longitudinal indicators to analyze the
driving safety influenced by fog warning systems. Other
indicators could be combined to further evaluate the system,
such as vehicle’s lateral control and drivers’ visual and
psychological characteristics. Since it is a simulator study, a
real vehicle test needs to be carried out in the future. In
addition, it is necessary to further explore the influence of
different design parameters of fog warning systems on
driving behavior to provide better service for the system
application.

5. Conclusion

,e fog warning system can improve the speed stability and
driving safety of drivers in fog zones. According to the
results of the impact analysis, in conditions without risks (no
fog), the HMI fog warning system can improve the driver’s
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Figure 8: Heavy fog. (a) Speed safety entropy in a heavy fog condition and (b) acceleration safety entropy in a heavy fog condition.
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speed stability, while under fog conditions, the fog warning
system makes the driver decelerate earlier, with a smaller
average deceleration, before entering the fog zone. ,us, we
can draw the conclusion that the higher the technical level is,
the earlier the driver decelerates, so the system ensures the
driver’s safety in the fog zone. However, the existence of
warning information may lead to a large fluctuation in speed
after the warning, and this phenomenon is more obvious at a
higher fog level.

According to the results of safety entropy, the fog
warning system can improve the driver’s speed stability in
the entire fog zone; however, warning information may
reduce the driving stability in the warning zone. In the light
fog condition, the fog warning system with HMI has a better
effect on improving speed stability and driving safety, while
in the heavy fog condition, the two fog warning systems
exhibit little difference.

,is paper provides available evaluation indicators and
general evaluation methods for the safety assessment of fog
warning systems and provides a reference for the optimi-
zation design of these systems. In the future, real vehicle test
is expected, and more indicators and the safety entropy of
each indicator can be employed to comprehensively analyze
the impact of fog warning systems. Except for the driving
safety, the efficiency, ecology, comfort, and effectiveness of
fog warning systems based on the driving simulation CV test
platform need to be evaluated to achieve the comprehensive
evaluation of the fog warning systems.
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